Raddlebarn
Primary
School
Our behaviour
system
Reception
Please read this booklet to find out how our new behaviour system works.
The children have responded really positively to it, so please ask them all
about it .

Zone Board
Inside this booklet is an explanation of how Raddlebarn’s behaviour system
works. The zone board rewards positive attitudes towards learning and
behaviour while addressing poor behaviour as and when it happens in a
visual way. Within this process, children have the restorative option of
‘putting it right’ as well as clear visual cues for how to do well.
An example of “Putting it right” would be a child moving down the zone
board for shouting out, but then trying hard to remember to put their hand
up and consequently moving back up the zone board.

Pot of Gold
A special gold sticker and treasure to take home

Rainbow
Special Silver sticker

Sun
Sticker

Green Grass
Where all children start the day

Cloud
Reminder of good choices

Rain
If in orange at end of day – entry on class
behaviour sheet.

Lightning
Red book entry

How it works
Everyone starts the day in the green zone. Children can move up and
down the zone board throughout the day dependent on their
Behavior choices. They move up for positive behaviour and down for
poor behaviour. Any children who reach gold will be put in the gold
book and will be mentioned in Special Mentions assembly.
As children move up through the zones they receive rewards. (See
right hand side of the chart).
Examples of behaviour for which children move up the Zone Board :






Acts of kindness
Effort in work
Contributing to discussions
Being helpful
Demonstrating sustained concentration

If children move down the Zone Board they incur consequences.
Children move down the zone board for poor behaviour, this is recorded in the behaviour folder. Children who move into red at any point
during the school day will receive an entry into the Red Book and
have a letter sent home.
Examples of behaviours for which children move down the zone
board;

Shouting out

Not responding to instructions

Distracting others

Talking when they should be listening

Not using kind hands and feet

However, on very rare occasions pupils may move straight into the
‘red zone’ for more serious instances of poor behaviour.
Red book
Examples of behaviour which children move immediately into the red
zone and receive a red book letter.

Using inappropriate language
•
Deliberate pushing with intent to hurt
•
Biting
•
Stealing
•
Damaging school property
•
Repeatedly not following instructions
Red book entries are few and far between. However, should this
happen, parents will be involved in the process, this may involve a
conversation with the class teacher or another member of staff.

A Restorative School
As a restorative school we support and encourage children to reflect on their
behaviour, develop their social skills and take accountability for their
behaviour to become responsible citizens.

